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Abstract 

Features of the So potential energy surface of formaldehyde 

relevant to its dissociation to molecular products, H2 + CO, to 

radical formation, H + HCO, and to rearrangement to hydroxycarbene, 

HCOH, have been studied by means of ab initio calculations. A 

gradient p~ocedure was used to locate and to characterize both 

equilibrium and transition state geometries. Basis sets of at 

least double zeta (DZ) quality were employed throughout and many 

calculations involved more flexible basis sets including polariza-

tion functions. Force constants, normal modes and vibrational 

frequencies were calculated at the SCF level for stationary points 

on the surface. Extensive configuration interaction (CI) calcula-

tions were also carried out. 

For the molecular dissociation the energy barrier including 

the effects of polarization functions and, electron correlation was 

-1 -1 4.06 eV (93.6 kcal mole ,32700 cm ). Correcting for changes in 

zero point vibrational energy gave an approximate activation ~nergy of 

3.76 eV (87 kcal mole-I, 30300 cm- l ) with an estimated error 6f 

± 0.2 eV (± 5 kcal mOle-I, ±.1700 cm- l ). The energy required for 

the rearrangement of formaldehyde to trans-hydroxycarbene was 

-1 -1 calculated to be 3.85 eV (89 kcal mole ,31000 cm ) at the DZ + 

polarization + CI level with the inclusion of zero point corrections . 

. The large imaginary frequencies associated with the reactive motion 

imply sharp and thin barriers through which tunneling is estimated to· 

be of considerable;importance. Based on the calculated features of the 
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Introduction 

The photochemistry and photophysics of formaldehyde have 

attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. There are 

numerous reasons why a detailed understanding of the photo-

chemistry of fortnaldehyd,e would be of very great value. As the 

smallest carbonyl containing molecule, it is not unreasonable to 

suspect that formaldehyde may serve as a prototype tor the higher 

aldehydes and ketones. The spectroscopy of formaldehyde has 

been well studiedl , providing. the prerequisite information for 

detailed tests of various theories2 of radiative and nonradiative 

transitions in polyatomic molecules. Formaldehyde has practical 

use in laser isotope separation schemes for the enrichment of 

carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen isotopes. 3 Formaldehyde is an 

abundant and critically important interstellar species! It 

also plays a very important role in the photochemistry of air 

I
, 5 

pol utl.on. The mechanisms and quantum yields for formaldehyde 

photodissociation represent major uncertainties in .the modelling 

6 
of polluted atmospheres. Clearly a careful theoretical examination 

of selected aspects of formaldehyde photochemistry would be of 
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considerable importance to a number of areas of chemistry. 

Experimental Background 

Important processes following the production of the first 

excited singlet state of formaldehyde by absorption ('IT* +- n, 

in 
o 0 7 

the region 3530A to 2300A are: 

(I) 

-+ H + HCO (II) 

-+ H2CO(So'v") + hv'(III) 
The quantum yield for fluorescence (III) is ~sually negligible from a 

-photochemical viewpoint7 although D 2CO does fluoresce at energies near 

t~1.e S 1 origin in 
64 8 

the zero pressure limit.· It ~s generally agreed that 

the molecular process (I) predominates for energies near the 3 1 

. -1 1 
origin at 3.495eV (80.6 kcal mole ,28188 cm- ) while the im-

portance of the radical process (II) increases with increas~ng 

excitation energy. 
o ' -1 -1 

At 3l30A (3.96eV, 91.3 kcal mole ,31900 cm ) 

Horowitz and Calvert
8 

found that the sum of the quantum yields 

for processes I and II is approximately unity with the molecular 

quantum yield 0.32±0.03 and the radical quantum yield 0.68±0.03. 

An overview of the experimental situation is given by Figure 1, 
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adapted from Houston and Moore.
9 

The overall dissociation of formaldehyde 

thermoneutral
lO 

and is symmetry allowed. So formaldehyde also correlates 

by symmetry with the ground state radical products, H(2S ) and HCO(2A'), in 
~ g. 

"" .. 

.... 

-1 a process which is overall endothermic by 3.79 eV (87.5 kcal mole , 

30600 ern-I) .9 The lowest excited triplet state of formaldehyde (3A2 , T
l

, 

3('JT* + n)) with its origin at 3.124 eV (72.0 kcai mole-I, 25194 cm-l)ll 

also correlates by symmetry with radical products. 1 The Sl state ( A2 , 

1('JT* + n)) of formaldehyde with origin at 3.495 eV (80.6 kcal mole- l 

28188 cm- l correlates with ground state H plus a linear 2n excited state 

of HCO at ~ 4.92 eV (113.5 kcal mole-I, 39700 ern-I) .11 Thus from symmetry 

considerations alone, it is most probable that the dissociation to ground 

state molecular products occurs on the So surface, while the dissociation 

to ground state radicals could occur either on Tl or on SO. 

In important experimental work, Houston and Moore 9 investigated 

.the mechanism of the molecularphotodissociation of formaldehyde by 

monitoring the appearance rate and vibrational distribution of the co 

photochemical product. For pressures as low as 0.1 torr, the 

CO product appeared with a rate more than 100 times slower than 
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'the decay rate of the first excited singlet state of formaldehyde. 

This fact was interpreted as indicating the presence of a long-

lived intermediate state between Sl and molecular products. However, 

at low pressures (the collisionless regime
12

) there are no product 

studies and, indeed, it is possible that no H2 + CO is produced in 

the absence of collisions. 

. 9 
Houston and Moore examined various possibilities for the 

"intermediate state." An obvious candidate for the intermediate 

st'ate is Tl . The mechanism would then be Si~ Tl~ So ~ H2 + CO. 

Such an intermediate would explain the production of molecular 

13 products in the triplet benzene photosensitization of formaldehyde. 

A nonradiative decay process such as Tl~SO could then govern the 

lifetime. However, the triplet model lacks a direct collisionless 

mechanism for triplet production. Brand and stevens
14 

found Sl - Tl 

perturbations in the formaldehyde spectrum to be sparse, and the 

sharp lines due to those which do occur make it unlikely that the triplet 

vibronic level density at the Sl origin is sufficiently high to allbw 

Tl to form a manifold for Slcollision free decay. 
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Highly vibrationally excited S also presents itself as a . o. 

natural intermediate. Yeung and Moore's calculated Sl~SO internal 

conversion rates
2a

match the observed lifetimes of 81 fairly well. How-

ever it must be postulated that these highly excited vibrational levels 

of So are so weakly coupled to the continuum that they exist fo~ 

9 
many microseconds before dissociation, a hypothesis which is 

quite unlikely. It was also suggested that a geometry such as 

HCOH might playa role or that other processes, such as the formation of 

collision complexes, might be involved.
9 

Clark, Moore and Nogar l5ahave recently further investigated 

the radical dissociation of formaldehyde. At the Sl origin 

for D
2

CO, nonreactive quenching dominates and no photochemistry is 

observed. As the excitation energy increases, it ap~ears that first 

molecular dissociation occurs and then at higher energy a threshold for 

the radical process is passed and a relatively constant proportion 

of radicals and molecules is produced with total quantum yield near 
! 

unity. For H2CO the results were 'similar but molecular dissociation 

began at theslband origin with a quantum yield of 0.7. 
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Molecular dissociation and quenching competed between the 8
1 

origin 

and the threshold for radical production, with both processes apparently 

caused by collisions of ambient gas with an intermediate state formed by 

nonradiative decay of 8
1

. The branching between molecular dissociation 

and quenching was interpreted as involving an intermediate state which 

is near a dissociation threshold. 

lSa Clark, Moore, arid Nogar found that dissociation to radicals, 

H2CO + H + HCO, exhibited an abrupt energy threshold between 3.686 and 

3.773eV (85 and 87 kcal mole-I, 29728 and 30427 cm- l ), which is within 

experimental error of the be.st thermodynamic values of Benson, 3.768 ± 

0.087 {86.9 ± 2, 30400± 700),16a and Warneck, 3.825 ± 0.069 eV {88.2 ± 

1.6 kcal mole-I, 30850 ± 550 cm- l ).16b More recent experimental work 

by Reilly, et al. lSb has further confirmed the radical energy threshold 

to be 3.73 ± 0.04 eV (86 -1 ± 1 kcal mole , 30100 -1 
± 3S0 cm ). Thus the 

photochemical dissociation occurred at or just below the thermo-

chemical threshold. Therefore, there is no potential barrier along 

the radical dissociation pathway. The dissociation does not occur 

on the 8 1 or Tl surfaces which appear to have substantial barriers 

t · d" 1 d" t" 17 o ra 1ca 1ssoca 1on. In addition, the observed 
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constancy of H-atom quantum yield for various rotational lev~ls 

18 was interpreted by Tang, Fairchild, and Lee as consistent with 

two competing photodissociation processes, the radical and the 

molecular, occurring from the So manifold following the Sl~ So 

internal conversion. 

The constancy of the radical/molecule branching ratio above 

. . l5a. 
threshold observed by Clark, Moore and Nogar ~here the H2 + CO 

channel has ~ 0.21 to 0.58 eV (~ 4.9 to 13.4 kcal mole-I, ~ 1700 to 

4700 cm- l , and the H + HCO channel ~ 0 to 0.37 eV (~ 0 to 8.6 kcal 

mole-I, ~ 0 to 3000 cm- l , excess energy implied that the dissociating 

speci~s does not have a statistical distribution of internal energy 

(RRKM' .19 An explanation in terms of two competing channels for 

collision-induced dissociation of the intermediate state was not 

favored by these workers since a more gradual increase of radical 

yield above threshold would have been expected. 

As will be discussed in the following section, theoretical 

work, particularly the study of Lucchese and ·schaefe~28 provided 

firm evidence that the lowest singlet state of hydroxycarbene, 

-1 
HCOH, lies only ~ 52 kcal mole above the ground state of 
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formaldehyde. This theoretical prediction led E. K. C. Lee and 

c9-workers to examine carefully possible experimental manifesta-

tions of the HCOH species. In a very recent paper, they have 

reported,some evidence for the occurrence of hydroxycarbene in 

formaldehyde photolysis systems. Sodeau and Lee 20 postulated 

that glycoaldehyde (CH 2 (OH) CHO) , the primary pro,duct in the mercury 

arc lamp photolysis of formaldehyde in an Ar matrix, arose fro. 

the insertion of a singlet hydroxycarbene into the CH bond of a 

ground state~formaldehyde molecule.' They attributed an unusually 

large deuterium isotope effect which was observed to the intra-

molecular rearrangement, CH 20 + HCOH. They further suggested 

that the long~lived precu~sor of H2 + CO in the gas phase photo-

lysis might be cis-HCOHand that the photochemical isomerization 

involving hydrogen atom migration might be responsible for the 

- 1 radiationless decay of the A A2 state of formaldehyde which shows 

a large deuterium isotope effect. 2e 
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Theoretical Background 

Early theoretical work on carbonyl photochemistry was limited to 

simple symmetry correlation arguments and attempted to identify and to 

~ qualitatively describe the nature of the photochemically active states. 2l 

More recently, ab initio SCF MO and CI calculations have appeared 
; (: 

.. 17,22,23 24-26 
for both the rad1cal and molecular dissociation of 

So' Tl and Sl formaldehyde. Ab initio SCF and CI calculations 

27 .... 30 
on hydroxycarbenes . have also been reported in the literature. 

The most reliable previous work on the molecular 

26 
dissociation of formaldehyde by Jaffe and Morokuma involved 

ab initio MCSCF dalculations with a split-valence (4-3lG) basis 

set. Preliminary minimal basis set SCF calculations with CIon 

the So' Sl and Tl surfaces indicated that only a planar asymmetric 

pathway on S leads to molecular products with a barrier of less 
. 0 

than 5eV (115 kcal mOle-I, 40.300 cm- l ) .25 However, the barrier 

-1 
to molecular dissociation was found to be .4.85 eV (112 kcal mole , . 

39100 cm- l ) at the minimal basis set + CI level, considerably in excess of 

the experimental threshold whi6hwBS believed to be within 

. -1 -1 
-0.05eV (-1 kcal mole , a few 100cm ) of the Sl origin at 
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-1 -1 3.495eV (80.6 kcal mole , 28188 cm ). In the 4-31G MCSCF 

calculations, 26 18 configurations were inc.luded, having been 

selected to properly describe the H2CO, H2 + CO, and H + HCO 

limits. In addition, a 52 configuration CI consisting of all. 

other valence shell double excitations was carried· out at the 

equilibrium geometr~ for H
2

CO and at the saddle point geometry. 

A Cs saddle point for the molecular dissociation pathway was 10-

cated with a barrier height of 4.55eV (105 kcal m61e- l , -1 3670) cm ). 

At. the MCSCF molecular transition state geometry, the 52 con-

-1 figuration CI gave 4.52eV (104.2 kcal mole , 36500 cm -1), and a 

* polarized basis set MCSCF calculation (6~31G ) gave 5.22 eV (120 kcal 

-1 -1 
mole , 42100 cm ). The increase in the barrier with the addition of 

polarization functions was considered to be an artifact due to the lack of 

configuration and/or geometry optimization. Calculated force 

constants for H2CO at the saddle point geometry were used as 

31 
input to a normal mode analysis. A good description of the 

molecular dissociation pathway involved motion of H2 across the 

CO bond axis followed by the elongation of both CH bonds. The 

calculated zero-point vibrational energy of the five real 
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vibrational rnoJesfor· the transition 

state was 0.4geV (11.2 kcal mole- l , 3900 cm";"l) as compared to the 

. -1· . . -111 
experimental value of 0.70eV (16.1 kcal mole ,5600 cm) for 

all six of the vibrational modes of H2CO. A zero point energy 

correction thus lowers the barrier for H2CO + H2 + CO by'\i 0.21. eV 

1 . 1 . -1 . 1 
(rt 4.9 kcal mole- , 'V 1700 CM- ) t.o 4.34 eV (100.1 kcal mole, 35000 cm-). 

The ab initio calculations on the radical dissociation of 

. ·17 ., 1 
formaldehyde involved minimal Slater (Hayes and Morokuma) or mlnlma 

Gaussian(STO-3G)(Grir~ertand Salem)23 basis set SCFplus CI. 

As the CH distance increased,the So surface monotonically increased 

in energy to form the ground state of H + HCO, with departure of 

17 
the H atom in the HCOplane preferred. The Sl state monotonically 

increased- to reach hydrogen atom·plus the first excited (linear) 

state of the formyl radical. 17 The Tl state reached ~ maximum 

(the saddle point or transition state), then decreased to ground 

17 
state II + HCO. Hayes and Horokuma calculated a barrier of 0.4 eV 

-1 -1 (9.2 kcal mole , j200.cm ) in Tl above ground state HCO + H. As discussed 

previously, the presence of such a barrier was important in determining 

that formaldehyde probably dissociates to radical products on the 
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So surface. The barrier was attributed-17 to an avoided crossing 

of * a 'IT MO whose energy stayed relatively constant as the CH 

bond was stretched and a d* MO which drastically fell in energy. 

C 1 1 t · h d b b 1 et 1 'i. 7 , 2 C) h a cu a 10ns on y roxycar ene y A tmann a. ave 

been reported which concentrated on formaldehyde as a model for 

the formation of oxacarbenes, as is observed experimentally in 

the photolysis of certain dyclic ketones. SCF calculations at 

27 
the split-valence (4-3lG) level indicated that the easiest 

pathway for migration of H from C to 0 was in the plane of the 

molecule for So. At the 4-31G SCF level, s-trans hydroxycarbene 

(So) lay only ~2. 2eV (~50 kcal mole -1, ~ 17500 cm -1) above formal-

de hyde (So), but the barrier for the rearrangement (CH20 + HCOH) 

was ~4. 6eV (~l05 kcal mole -1, ~ 36_700 -1 cm ). Since this barrier was 

illuch gFeater than that for radical dissociation, it was argued that 

a dissociation-recombination mechanism would be preferred to a 

unimolecular rearrangement for the formation of hydroxycarbene 

from formaldehyde . 

. Much more extensive. calcu.lations invol virig polarized basis 
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sets and treating electron correlation by largescale CI were carried 

23 
out by Lucchese and Schaefer. These calculations did not examine 

the So rearrangement barrier but did accurately locate the energy 

difference between formaldehyde (So) and s-trans hydroxycarbene 

(So). Using a double zeta plus polarization basis set plus 

-1 ,extensive CI, the energy difference was 2.48eV (51.7 kcal mole , 

20,000 
-1 

cm ). 
. -1 

Thus, So trans HCOH lay ~ 1.26 eV (~ 29 kcal mole , 

~ 10100 ern-I) below the ex~eriment~l value for the 51 origin in H2CO. 

Pople et ale 30 have located the transition state for the CH 20 (So) ~ 

s-trans HCOH (So) rearrangement using an SCF gradient :method and a 

* 6-31G basis set. With the inclusion of polarization functions and 

of electron correlation effects by fourth order M¢ller-Plesset perturba-

tion theory, the 'barrier height was found to be 4.06 eV (~3.7 kcal mole-I, 

-1 
32800 cm ). 

In this work, the transition state for the molecular disso-

ciation of formaldehyde has been located at both the double zeta 

and double zeta plus polarization SCF levels by a gradient method. 

Extensive configuration interaction calculations allowed for the 

effects of electron correlation on the barrier height. Force 
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constants have been calculated at the saddle point geometry and 

.. .38 
used in a normal mode analys~s to further characterize the 

transition state. 

The radical dissociation of So formaldehyde has been examined 

by two configuration SCF (TCSCF) calculations with a double zeta 

basis set. The TCSCF calculations allow CH20 to dissociate 

smoothly to ground state H + HCO. The TCSCF orbitals were further 

used in CI calculations based on two reference configurations 

designed to be of a quality comparable to calculations on 

the molecular pathway. 

The transition state for the rearrangement of So formaldehyde 

to So s-trans hydroxycarbene was located at the double zeta basis 

set SCF level employing the gradient method. The effects of polar-

ization functions and of configuration interaction on the rearratige-

ment barrier have also been studied. 

Theoretical Approach 

H . . 32 d b The standard uz~naga-Dunn~ng ou Ie zeta Cartesian 

Gaussian basis sets were employed in most calculations. A more 

. . 32a 
flex~ble contraction of this basis set «9sSp/4s)/[6s3p/3s]) . 
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was also examined at the double zeta optimized geometries. Polariza-

tion was introduced by sets of standard p-type Cartesian Gaussian 

functions with exponent 0.8 centered on the hydrogens. In order to 

be able to analytically evaluate thegradien~s,33 d functions on 

carbon and oxygen were simulated by linear combinations of standard 

o 
p-type Gaussians with exponent 0.8 displaced slightly (± 0.1 A) 

along the local Cartesian axes and fixed to be of opposite ~hase. 

At both the equilibrium and the distorted transition state geometries 

of formaldehyde, the simulated d polarization functions and ordinary 

d-type Cartesian Gaussians yielded the same total SCF energy to 

within 1 x 10-6 hartree. Limited optimization of the polarization 

function exponents was also studied. At a few points SCF calculations 

only were carried out using two sets of polarization functions on C, 

0, and H with exponents ad(C and 0) 1.2 and 0.4 and ap(H) 1.0 and 

0.33. To further assess any basis set limitations in the present 

work SCF calcuLations on critical points of the surface werp also 

performed with a large (lls 7p ld/6s lp)/[7s 5p ld/4s lp] Gaussian 

b
. 32c 

aS1S set. The contraction was designed to allow maximum 

flexibility for the valence orbitals. The d function exponents 
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were taken to be 0.8 for both C and 0 and aH p exponent of 1.0 

was used. 

SCF and gradient calculations were carried out uSing'TE'XAS,33 

an ab initio gradient (force) program which is a modified version 

of the MOLPRO system. 34 The energy gradients were evaluated 

35 analytically by the force method and used in searching for the 

optimized geometries for formaldehyde, for the molecular transition 

state, and for the hydroxycarbene rearrangement saddle point. 

Starting from an initial guess at the transition state 

; 
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geometry, the gradient norm was minimi~ed to accur~tely locate 

the saddle point geometry. At the final geo~etry, Cartesian 

fcrces of less than 1.0 millihartree/bohr were obtained. Second 

derivatives of the energy (force constants) in internal coordinates 

were calculated at the optimized geometries by numerical differencing 

f h 1 · 11 1 d f . . 1 d'ff .36 o t e ana yt1ca y eva uate orces uS1ng centra 1 erences. 

For the force constant calculations, the integral evaluation 

threshold was decreased as was the SCF convergence criterion in 

o 
order to allow coordinate changes of ±O.OOlA and ±O.So in the 

numerical differencing. A. check on numerical stability was made 

by examining the off-diagonal elements of the force constant 

matrix. 35b Each coupling term was evaluated twice--once involving 

the force on the i-th coordinate evaluated at a displacement of 

the jth coordinate and once the force on the jth coordinate when 

the i-th coordinate was displaced. The agreement of the values to at 
, . 

least 2 parts in a thousand provided a check on numerical stability. 

The calculated transition state force constant matrix wa~ diagonalize~ 

to check that there was one and only one negative eigenvalue for this 

geometry, as is required for a true saddle point. 37 A normal 
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mode analysis was performed using a modified version of the 

NORCORD program38 to further characterize both formaldehyde and 

the molecular transition state. 

Near Hartree-Fock limit SCF geometries are generally quite 

reliable, 39 with bond lengths 0.01 to 0.02A too short relative to 

experiment and bond angles accurate to a few degrees. Since the earlier 

4-31G MCSCF calculations26 showed that even at the saddle point for the 

molecular dissociation the Hartree-Fock configuration has a coefficient 

of greater than 0.97 in the MCSCF expansion, the DZ and DZ+POL SCF 

optimized geometries are expected to be reliable. The effects of electron 

correlation on the barrier height for the molecular dissociation 

were investigated by extensive configuration interaction cal-

culations at the SCF optimized geometries. 
40 

The direct CI method-

. 41 42 
was used as lmplem~nted as part of the BERKELEY system of 

min~computer-based programs. The lowest two MO (the core) were 

frozen in all the CI calculations and the highest two virtual 

orbitals (the complements of the frozen core) deleted. With 

these minor restrictions, all singly and doubly excited Hartree-

k 
. . 43 

Foe lnteractlng configurations relative to the SCF configuration 
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were included. With the double ze.ta basis set 1137 lAl configur-

ations were involved for formaldehyde (C2v) and 2121 lA' configur-

ations for the molecular transition state (Cs ). For the polarized 

basis set, 5025 1 1 Al (C2v) or 1022lA'(Cs ) configurations were 

employed. 

44 
Davidson's formula: where Co 

is the coefficient of the Hartree~Fock configuration in the CI 

expansion and ~ESD the energy lowering due to singly and doubly 

excited configurations was applied to estimate the importance of 

higher (than doubl~) excitations, specifically unliked clusters. 

45 
For the radical dissociation, TCSCF calculations were 

employed since such a scheme has sufficient flexibility to give a 

proper description of the homolytic fission of the CH bond. The 

7a'MO an Cs symmetry}was represented by a Generalized Valence Bond 

46 
(GVB) pail. to give what is essentially a TCSCF procedure involving 

configurations with (7a,}2 and (8a,}2 as the highest occupied 

molecular orbitals. 
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The GVB orbitals were used as the starting point for a CI 

calculation on the radial dissociation pathway using the BERKELEY 

42 general CI program involving all singly and doubly excited Hartree-· 

Fock interacting configurations with respect to the two reference 

configurations (Cs ': 

(la,,2 (2a,,2 (3a,,2 (4a,,2 (5a,,2 (6a,,2 (la")·2 (7a,,2 

and 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . .. . -. . . . (8a' , 2 

For the double zeta basis with the two core MO frozen and the two 

highest virtual orbitals deleted, 4055 lA' configurations (Cs 

symmetry' were included. An approximate unlinked cluster correction 

2 2 
of the form (1 - (C 1 + C 2 ,) ilESD where C 1 andC 2 are the CI 

coefficients of the two reference configurations was also used. 

The transition states for the rearrangement of CH 20 to HCOH 

were also located at. the double zeta level by the force method. 

Analogous polarization basis set and direct CI calculations to those 

described above for the molecular transition state were carried out. 

In addition, larger direct CI calculations than previously reported 28 

were carried out on s-cis and s-trans hydroxycarbene (SO'. The 
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barriers to rotation and inversion from s~cis to s-trans hydroxycarbene 

were also calculated. 

. . 

All calculations were performed on a Harris Slash 4 minicomputer. 47 
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Results and Discussion 

The Molecular Photodissociation of Formaldehyde 

A. Structures and Energetics 

The total energies o'f formaldehyde and of the transition state for 

the molecular dissociation at various levels of calculation are presented 

in Table 1. The geometries used were obtained at the DZ or DZ+POL SCF 

levels. 
26 The 4-31G MCSCF results of Jaffe and Morokuma and the 

Garrison, Schaefer, and Lester48 near Hartree-Fock limit energy of 

formaldehyde are included for comparison. The DZ+POL SCF energy of 

this work is 0.0204 hartree higher than ~he near Hartree-Fock limit 

48 value of formaldehyde. Addition of a second set of d and p polariza-

tion functions to the DZ+POL basis resulted in an SCF energy of 

-113.9017 hartree for the DZ+POL optimized geometry which is within 

0.0132 hartree of the near Hartree-Fock limit. The less contracted 

(9s 5P/4s) + [6s 3p/3s] basis set was used in calculations at the DZ 

«9s 5p/4s) + [4s 2p/2s]) optimized geometries to examine the changes 

in the forces with increasing flexibility in the contracted basis. It 

has been suggested (e.g., reference 51) that a very flexible contraction 

scheme is of considerable importance in force calculations. The size 

of the forces ,on the DZ geometries with the [6s 3p/3s] basis allows an 
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estimation of how different the [6s3P/3s] optimized geometry would 

be from the DZ one. The forces in the various internal c60rdinates 

increased from values of less than 1 x 1~-3 hartree/bohr for the 

DZ SCF optimized geometries for formaldehydE! and the moiecular 

-3 transition state to an average of 4 x 10 hartree/bohr for the 

[6sJp/3s] set. The force on the CO bond is the only one to in~rease 

dramatically and is of such a magnitude to suggest a shorten'ing 

o 
of this bond by - 0.01 A in going from the DZ to the [6s3p/3s] basis 

sets. The energy barrier to the molecular dissociation decreased by only 

0.02 eV (0.6 kcal mole-I, 100 cm- l ) on going to the less contracted basis 

Set. Since the increase in the forces was not excessively large and 

since the energy difference between formaldehyde and the molecular 

transition state was nearly constant, the DZ SCF optimized geometries 

were adopted as fairly representative of unpolarized basis set 

results. 

The DZ SCF energy barrier for the molecular dissociation was 

. calculated to be 4.93 eV (113.7 kcal mole-I, 39700 cm- l ). The 

increased flexibility in the basis set given by polarization func-

tions leads to a decrease in the barrier due to a relatively 
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better description of the highly distorted molecular transition 

state structure. (see Figure 2). With the addition of polarization 

functions and the reoptimization of geometries the energy of 

formaldehyde decreases by 0.0638 hartree and that of the transition 

state by 0.0773 hartree. Thus, the DZ + POL SCF energy barrier 

is reduced to 4.56 eV (105.1 kcal mole-I, 36800 cm- l ) which is, 

in fact, quite comparable to the 4-3lG MCSCFresult of 4.55 eV 

(104.9 kcal mole-I, 36700 cm- l ) .26 The addition of a second 

set of polarization functions gave a further slight decrease in 

. -1 1 
the barrier to a value of 4.49 eV (103.6 kcal mole , 36200 cm- ). 

The [7s 5p ld/4s lp] result for the DZ + POL optimized equilibrium 

geometry is -113.9134 and for the DZ + POL molecular transition 

-113.7464 yielding a value for the 

molecular dissociation barrier of 4. 54 
-1 

eV (104.8kcal mole , 

36700 cm- l ). Extrapolating from these results along with accumulated 

experience it is probable that the Hartree-Fock limit barrier for 

-1 -1 . the molecular dissociation is 'V 4.4 eV ('V 102 kcal mole , 'V 35500 cm ). 

Effects of electron correlation on the .barrier height were 

included by large scale CI calculations. The DZ + POL + CI energy 
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of -114.1922 hartree for formaldehyde is probably the lowest total 

52 
energy yet calculated for this molecule and is 0.2977 hartree 

below the DZ + POL SCF energy of·this work. More importantly, CI 

lowers the molecular dissociation energy barrier by 0.58 eV (13.4 
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kca1 
-1 -1 mole ,4600 cm· ) DZ basis set; or by 0.34 eV (7.8 kca1 

. -1' -1 
mole ,2800 cm ) DZ+ POL basis set. Clearly at the 

DZ level CI is not only introducing correlation but also compen-

sating for basis set deficiencies, thus giving larger changes in 

comparison to the DZ + POL CI. The lowest barrier determined as 

the difference between two variationally calculated energies is 

4.22 eV (97~3 kca1 
-1 ' -1 

mole ,34000 cm ) from the largest ca1cu1a-

tions. Since experience with CI calculations, particularly on 

transition states, is much more limited than with SCF work, it is 

more hazardous to estimate the limiting value for the barrier 

44 
including correlation effects. Using Davidson's formula to 

estimate the energy lowering due to unlinked clusters produces 

a further decrease in the barrier of 0.21 eV (4.8 kca1 
-1 mole , 

1700 cm~l) DZ + CI or -1 -1 0.16 eV' (3.7 kca1, mole ,1300 cm ) DZ 

has suggested that this correction formula, 

although poSsibly, not 9f extremely high accuracy, does give the 

right trend and order of magnitude. In this light, it is certai~ly 

reasonable to adopt the position that the molecular dissociation 

-1 -1 barrier could be as 1m-, as 4.0 eV (92kcal. mole ,32000cm ). 
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In a ~ore speculative vein, any calculated barrier will probably 

not be more than -0.2 eV (-5 kcal 
-1 -1 

mole ,-1600 cm ) below this 

value. 

The optimized geometries for formaldehyde and the molecular 

transition state at the DZ and DZ + POL SCF levels are given in 

Figure 2 along with the 4-3lG MCSCF results 

49 
esti,mated re structure of formaldehyde. 

26 
and the experimentally 

Comparison of the 

theoretical and experimental geometries of formaldehyde allows 

an estimation of the experimental geometry of the molecular transition . 
state for which, of course, only theoretical results are known. 

The SCF optimized geometries for formaldehyde are essentially 

identical with those recently reported by Bell. 52b Slight diff~rences 

in the DZ + POL SCF geo~etry are probably due to the choice of 

different p polarization function exponents on hydrogen. The DZ + 

POL SCF geometry gives CO and cn bond )engths slightly too short 

and an HCH angle very slightly too small relative to the experimental 

49 
r structure. ' e . , The molecular dissociation transition states 

found in the DZ or PZ + POLSCF and force calculations are 

qualitati vely qui te similar to that found by Jaffe and ~1orokuma 
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25 26 
in their 4-31G MCSCF grid search. ,. The transition states 

are planar with one CH bond very much elongated and the other 

only slightly stretched relative to their values in formaldehyde. 

Interestingly, both hydrogens lie on the same side of the CO bond 

axis in the transition state. The distortion of the molecule 

from C2v symmetry by the unequal stretching of the CH bonds allows 

the system to avoid what is an orbitally forbidden process in C2v 

. 55 
symmetry~ However, to attain the lower Cs symmetry in which 

the molecular dissociation is orbital symmetry allowed,a substantial 

price must be paid in terms of distortion energy, resulting in a 

high barrier. 

For the DZ+ POL SCF geometrYI the HH distance in the transition 

state is very large compared with the experimental equilibrium bond 

o 54 
length of the produ~t "2 (re = 0.7416 A). 

o 

The DZ + POL CO 

distance is -0.04 A shorter than the calculated length in formaldehyde 

o 
and at 1.151 A lies somewhat closer to the exper~mental distance 

. th db· d ( -- 1. 12 8 2 A
O

) 54 1n . e pro uct car on monOX1 er e 
as opposed 

o 49 
to the reactant formaldehyde (re = 1.203 A) .. Comparing the 

DZ + POL SCF structure and the experimental r ' geometry of formale 
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dehyde, it may be anticipated that the experimental re structure 

o 

of the transition state would have CO and Cll distances -0.01 A 

longer than and approximately the same angular variables as in the 

DZ + POL SCF calculated geometry. 

B. Force Constants and Vibrational Frequencies 

At the DZ SCF level,full sets of harmonic force constants 

were determined for the molecular transition state and, for com-

parative purposes, for formaldehyde. These force constants are 

reported in Tables 2 and 3. For formaldehyde, the calculated 

51 
~orce field of Meyer and Pulay and the experimentally determined 

. 56 
general harmonic force field of Duncan and Mall~nson are also 

included. In the present work, the force constants have been cal-

culated at the DZ SCF optimized geometry rather than at the experi-

mental geometry as is frequently reco~nended.35b,51,57 The 

procedure adopted here provides the most consistent comparison 

between formaldehyde and the transition state, where such a shift 

to an experimental geometry is impossible. 

The formaldehyde force constants are given in symmetry coor-

dinates to allow easier comparison with the earlier work. Considering 

the diagonal elements of the force constant matrix, the force 
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constant corresponding to the CO stret~h is ~12% larger than and 

the symmetric and asymmetric stretch constants -16% smaller than 

the experimental values. However, it should be noted that diagonal 

stretching force constants are very sensitive to the choice of 

f 
35b re erence geometry. ' The symmetric bend and wag force constants 

give agreement with experiment, comparable to that of the-previous 

1 1 . 51 ca cu atl-on. The diagonal out of plane deformation or wag 

force constants of planar molecules are commonly more seriously 

, 3~b 
overestimated at the SCF level than are other force constants. ~ 

The int~raction force constants also show good agreement with ex-

periment. In particular, F12 (CO/s.CH) is positive and 'large 

(0.76) for an interaction term and F23 (s.CH/s.bend) is small and 

negative. The calculated DZ SCF force con8t~nts are not of ex-

tremely high accuracy relative to experiment. However, with the 

possible exception of the imaginary frequency along the reaction 

coordinate for which anharmonicity may be of greater importance, 

there is no a priori reason to assume that the force constants 

of the molecular transition state ... lill not be of comparable accuracy 

to the formaldehyde ones. Thus, for purposes of calculating the 
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change in zeto point vibration~energies, the present force constants 

should be adequate. 

At the molecular transition state, the force constant for 

o 
the CO stretch in calculated to be 16.2 mdyn/A at the DZ SCF level. 

On the basis of the result for the CO stretch in formaldehyde, 

this value is -15% too large relative to experiment and thus the 

experimental CO stretching force constant at the transition state 

o 
is probably _14 mdyn/A. Such a result may be compared with the 

o 
experimental CO stretching constants (in mdyn/A) in formaldehyde 

56 
12.9 formyl radical 14.2 58 and carbon monoxide 19.06. 54 

As might be expected from a consideration of the optimized transition 
\ 

state geometry, the carbonyl group is most comparable to that in 

the formyl radical. The short CH bond at the saddle point has a 

o 
normal stretching force constant.of 4.86 mdyn/A associated with it 

while the very long CH bond has a correspondingly small force constant. 

The large negative diagonal element for the one OCH bend is asSociated 

with motion along the reaction coordinate swinging the H2 across 

( 

the CO bond axis. In the coordinate system chosen in this work, 

a number of the interaction constants' are quite large. 
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The calculated force constants w~re used to determine the 

normal modes and vibrational frequencies of formaldehyde and the 

molecular transition state. The results are shown in Figures 3 

and 4. The experimental frequ~ncies of formaldehyde are also 

included. 51 The DZ SCF formaldehyde vibrational modes which are 

principally stretches (the top three frequencies in Figure 3) 

are overestimated by 10-15% relative to experiment and a similar 

situation probably holds for the transition state. The modes in 

CH 20 which are principally in-plane bends (calculated to be 1435 

and 1332 cm- l ) are in significantly better agreement with the 

experimental frequencies than are the stretches. It has been 

suggested that it may be possible to simply scale frequencies 

obtained from SCF calculations to agree with experiment. Clearly 

at the DZ basis set level of the force constant calculations in 

this work, the frequencies for modes dominated by stretching and 

bending would have to be treated differently. For simplicity, 

a scaling of -15% has been applied to all frequencies. This 

scaling chiefly corrects for the lack of CI and reduces the 

calculated stretching frequencies sufficiently to place them in 

( 
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good agreement (within 20 to 60 cm- l ) with experiment. The 

scaled values are given in parentheses in the figures. Such 

a scaling adversely affects the ,lower frequency modes which 

are chiefly bends and for these it may be more appropriate to 

consider the unscaled resul-ts when comparison to experiment is 

made. The calculated imaginary frequency of 2692i cm- l for 

the molecular transition state suggests that the barrier is 

fairly thin and sharp as well as being quite- high. Quantum 

mechanical tunneling of. H2 through such a barrier may be important 

to the molecular photodissociation process. 

For formaldehyde, the zero point vibrational energy determined 

from the six calculated vibrational frequencies is 0.79 eV (18.3 

-1 -1 
kcal mole ,6404 cm) which may be compared with, the experimental 

-1 -1 51 value of 0.70 eV (16.1 kcal mole ,5631 cm ). The calculated 

zero point vibrational energy of the five real vibrational modes of 

the transition state is,O.5l eV (11.7 kcal mole-I, 4085 cm- l ). 

, -1 
',Thus a change in zero point energy of ~ 0.3 eV (7 kcal mole , 

2400 cm- l ) lowers the calculated barrier from 4.06 eV (93.6 kcal mole-I, 
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-1 . 

cm ) to 

-32-

3.76 eV (~87 kcal -1 -1 mole ,~_30300 cm ). A 

reduction of 4.9 kcal mole-
l 

in the molecular dissociation bairier 

due to zero point corrections was calculat~d previously by Jaffe 

26 
and Morokuma. 

The effect of CIon the geometries and force constants of 

formaldehyde and the molecular transition state was investigated 

by reoptimizing the CO bond length at the DZ + CI level and deter-

mining the CO stretching force constant by taking numerical second 

derivatives of the CI energies. As expected, the inclusion of 

electron correlation lengthens the bond distances and decreases 

the force constants relative to their SCF values. In formaldehyde, 

o 0 

the CO bond length increases by 0.030 A, from 1.217 to 1.247 A, 

while the associated stretching force constant decreases by 2.8 

o 0 

mdyn/A from 14.4 to 11.6 mdyn/A with the inclusion of CI. The DZ 

CI results fIDr formaldehyde are thus very similar to the Jaffe-

o 26 
Morokuma 4-31G MCSCF values of R(CO) = 1.24 A and Fll(CO) = 

o 
11.9 mdyn/A. Nith CI, the CO distance in the molecular transition 

o 0 

state changes by 0.035 A .from 1.170 to 1.205 A and the force constant 

o 0 

decreases by 2.7 mdyn/A from 16.2 to 13.5 mdyn/A. It is encouraging 

::: 
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(in terms of the use of CI calculations at SCF optimized geometries 

to determine the dissociation barrier) that both the formaldehyde and 

the molecular transition state geometries undergo similar changes 

in bond lengths and force constants with the inclusion of electron 

correlation effebts. The errors involved in using CI calculations 

at SCF geometries for formaldehyde and for the transition state 

may well approximately cancel. 

The R~dic~l Photodissociation of Formaldehyde 

Calculations were carri~d out on H2CO(So) dissociating to II + 

HCO at the DZ basis set level to compare the energetic requirement 

with that for the mol~cular dissociation. The total energies for 

points along the assumed radical dissociation pathway are given 

in Table 4 and the potential curves illustrated by Figure 5. The 

single configuration restricted SCF results .(OCSCF) are included 

merely to illustrate the well known inability of this method to 

give a reasonable description of' dissociation to open" shell specles. 

At least a two configuration SCF (TCSCF) probedure is necessary to 

even qualitatively describe the radical dissociation. At the formal-

de hyde equilibrium geometry (R = 1), the TCSCF total energy is 
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0.0108 hartree below the OCSCF result. However, as R increases 

the second configuration in the TCSCF becomes increasingly important 

as evidenced by the larger energy lowerings relative to the 

OCSCF energy. By R = 5, the TCSCF curve levels off at the energy 

of H(2S) + HCO(2A") while the OCSCF curve continues to rise. 

The calculated TCSCF dissociation energy is 3.88 eV (89.5 

kcal mole-I, 31300 cm- l ) which may be contrasted with the previous 

minimal basis set + CI values for this quantity of 4.40 eV (101.5 

kcal and -4.63 eV (-107 kcal 
.. -1 

mole , 

..... 1 
- 37000 cm ) (Figure 1 of reference 23). Subsequently, CI calculations 

were performed using all singly and doubly excited configurations 

with respect to the two reference configurations involved in the 

TCSCF calculation. Although the TCSCF + CI total energies decreased 

by nearly 0.2 hartree relative to the TCSCF results, the CI dis-

sociation energy is calculated to be 3.82 eV (88.2 kcal -1 mole , 

-1 
30,900 cm ) in excellent agreement with the TCSCF value of 3.88 eV 

(89.5 kcal -1 -1 mole , 31,300 cm ). In this case, CI has merely 

shifted the potential curve down ~n total energy (see Figure 5) 

without much affecting the relative energies of formaldehyde and 
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the radical products. l\pplying a quadruple excitation correction of 

the £orm (1-(Cl
2 + C22))~ESD' where Cl andC2 are the CI coefficients 

of the two reference configurations in theOZ CI, leads to a barrier 

-1 -1 
height of 3.79 eV (87.4 kcal mole ,30600 cm ). The experimental 

values for the radical dissbciation energy are 3.69 to 3.77 eV 

(85 to 87 kcal mole~-l, 29700 to 30400 cm- l )15a 3 . 77 ± 0.09 eV 

(86.9 -1 
± 2. kcal mole ,30400 ± 700 cm- l )16a and 3.825 ± 0.070 eV 

(88.2 ± 1.6 kcal mole-I, 30850 ± 550 cm- l ).16b 

The apparent agreement with experiment of the TCSCF and TCSCF + 

CI dissociation energies is remarkable. However, the experimental 

values implicitly include the zero point energy corrections between 

formaldehyde and the formyl radical. Using the experimentally 

observed vibrational frequencies,the zero point vibrational energy 

for 12cH2 160 is 0.70 (16.1 kcal mole -1, 5631 cm ...,.1) 51 and for 12cH160 

-1 -1 
0.34 eV (7.8 kcal mole, 2700 cm ). The change in zero point 

energy of '\" 2900 cm- l (0.36 eV, 8.3 kcal mole-I) is, of course, 

chiefly associated with the loss of one CH stretch in the formyl 

radical relative to formaldehyde. Correcting the DZ-TCSCF or 

DZ-TCSCF CI radical dissociatibn barrier of 3.82 to 3.86 (88 to 
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89 kcal mole-I, 30800 to 31100 cm- l ) by the zero point change gives 

a final barrier height of 3.47 to 3.51 eV (80 to 81 kcal mole-I, 

28000 to 28350 em-I). Including both the zero point vibrational 

energy correction and the quadruples correction for the DZ results, the 

-1 -1 
calculations predict a barrier of 3.43 eV (79.1 kcal mole ,27700 cm' ). 

Comparing the, TCSCF'and TCSCF + CI dissociation energies, it 

is apparent that correlation effects largely cancel between formaldehyde 

and hydrogen atom + formyl radical. The majo~ change in theoretical 

, ., 
procedure likely to affect the barrier height to radical dissociation 

would be the addition of polarization functions to the basis set. 

TCSCF calculations were carried out for formaldehyde at the DZ + 

POL SCF optimized geometry and for the separated radicals with 

R(CH) = 7 in units of the DZ + POL SCF optimized CH bond length. 

The total energies are formaldehyde -113.9058 and radicals -113.7644, 

-1 
and thus the calculated barrier is 3.85 eV (88.7 kcal mole ,31000 

cm- l ) , which represents a ~light increase relative to the DZ TCSCF 

value. The largest baSis set TCSCF result ((lIs 7p Id/6s Ip)/ 

[7s 5p Id/4s Ip]) for the radical dissociation energy is 3.84 eV 

(88 .5 
-1 

kcal mole , 30950 
-1 cm ). Applying the zero point energy 
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-1 correction to the DZ + POL barrier then gives 3.49 eV (80.4 kcal mole , 

-1 
28100 em ) as the energy requirement for radical dissociation. A 

similar corredtion to the [7s 5p ld/4s Ip] barrier yields an energy 

-1 -1 
requirement of 3.48 eV (80.2 kcal mole ,28050 em ) for the radical 

reaction. The radical threshold is underestimated by 'V 0.2 eV (5 kcal 

mole-I, 1700 em-I) relative to the expe~imental value. 

The Rearrangement of Formaldehyde to Hydroxycarbene 

The total energies of formaldehyde, the rearrangement transition 

state and trans-hydroxycarbene at various levels of theory are 

presented in Table 5. Energy differences between the equilibrium 

structures CH 20 and trans-HCOH and the rearrangement transition 

state connecting them are given as are total energies of cis-

hydroxycarbene and the he~ght of the relaxed rotational barrier 

between trans- and cis-hydroxycarbene. All calculations were 

performed at fully optimiz~d DZ SCF geometries. The most 

28 extensive previous CI calculations by" Lucchese and Schaefer 

gave energies of -114.1338 hartree for formaldehyde and -114.0154 

hartree'for trans-hydroxycarbene and thus an energy separation 

-1 -1 
of 2.24 eV (51. 7 kcal mole , 18100 em ). ,The largest CI 

calculations of the present work produced energies of -114.1922 
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hartree and -114.1084 hartr~e ~or CH20 and trans-HCOH giving 

-1 -1 
an energy difference of 2.28 eV (52.6 kcal mole , 18400 cm ). 

Thus, it is confirmed that relative to the Sl origin of formaldehyde 

9 . -1 -1 
(experimentally at 3.495 eV (80.6 kcal mole , 28188 cm )) 

hydroxycarbene is. a low-lying isomer. 

The trans conformer of hydroxycarbene lies slightly lower 

in energy than does the cis form at all levels of calculation in 

this work. Altmann, et al. 27 found the trans isomer 0.30 eV 

-1 -1 
(6.9 kcal mole , 2400 cm ) more stable than the cis with 4-3lG 

SCF calculations while the most sophisticated calculation of 

28 . . -1 
Lucchese and Schaefer places trans 5.8 kcal mole (0.25 eV, 

-1 
2000 cm ) below cis. In the present work, the energy differences 

range from 7.7 kcal mole- l (0.33 eV, 2700 cm- l ) (DZ SCF) to 5.0 

-1 -1 
kcal mole (0 • .22 eV, 1700 cm ) (DZ + POL CI + QC) with trans 

\ 

the more stable. The addition of polarization functions to the 

basis set, configuration interaction, and the unlinked cluster 

correction all very slightly favor cis relative to trans thus 

somewhat reducing the energy separation from its DZ SCF value. 

Optimized geometries at the DZ SCFlevel are shown in 
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Figure 6 for formaldehyde, the rearrangement transition state, 

trans- and cis-hydroxycarbene and the relaxed rotation transition 

, ' 

state. In the isomeric hydroxycarbenes, the OH and CH bond 

distances are very similar and have values quite comparable to 

'. 
those calculated for H20 or CH 2 (see references in [39]). The 

o 
hydroxybarbene CO bond length of 1.337 A is considerably shorter 

o 
than a single CO bond distance such as the value of 1.437 A (4-31G SCF) 

or 1.474 i (experimental) in methanol. 39 Thus, it seems apparent that t~ 

CO bond in hydroxycarbene has some double bond character. The 

OCH bond angle of 103.8 0 in the trans form is quite comparable 

to that of the HCH angle of 102.4 0 in CH 2 (lA
l

).39 The COH 

angle of 114.40 is larger than the HOH angle in water or the 

COH angle in methanol possibly to minimize unfavorable carbene 

lone pair--OH bond interactions. For the cis form the OCH and 

COH angles open up by 3.8 0 and 7.20 respectively and the CH and 

OH bonds lengthen slightly to relieve steric interactions between 

the,hydrogens. 

The geometry of the rotational transition state and the 

height of the barrier to rotation are consistent with the view 
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tha t the CO bond in hydroxycarbene contains some double bond 

character. The relaxed rotation involves a transition state 

° with a CO bond length of 1.376 Aat a conformation in which the 

CH and OH bonds are nearly orthogonal. The dihedral angle is 

88.0° in a system wh~re by convention the cis species is 

defined to have a dihedral angle of 0° and the trans, 180°. 

° The lengthening of the co bond by rv 0.04 A relative to hydroxy-

carbene in the nearly orthogonal conformation is associated with 

the destruction of TI bonding between C and O. At the DZ SCF 

level the calculated rotational barrier from trans to cis' of 

24.5 kcal mole- l (1.06 eV, 8570 cm- l ) is in good agreement 

with the 4-31G SCF result of Altmann, et al. 27 The inclusion 

of electron correlation effects by CI raises the barrier by 

2.9to 3.0 kcal mole- l (0.125 to 0.130 eV,'lOlO to 1050 cm- l ) 

to rv 27.5 kcal·mole- l (rv 1.19 eV, rv 9600 cm- l ). An SCF calcula-

tion including polarization functions gave a barrier of 27.7 

kcal mole-I. It is probable that the experimental rotational 

barrier would be quite large and rv 29 ± 3 kcal mole-I . 

• Although a detailed geometry optimization was not carried out, 
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preliminary DZ SCF calculations on a structure with the HCO group 

linear (i.e., on a transition state for inversion at the carbene 

center) indicate that the energy required for inversion is 

substantiallY greater than that necessary for rotation. 

The transition state for the rearrangement of formaldehyde 

to trans~hydroxycarbene was located by a gradient procedure at 

the DZ SCF level and is planar,in agreement with earlier grid 

. 27 
search methods. The transition state for the rearrangement 

more closely resemblestrans-HCOHthan CH20,particularlyin the 

CO bond distance as might be anticipated on the basis of the 

59 
Hammond postulate for a reaction which is strongly endothermic 

if viewed in the Sense CH 20 ~ HCOH. The transition state geometry 

is quite similar to that found by PopIe, et al. 30 at the 6-3lG* 

SCF level of calculation. 

. .,-
Since the CH 20 to HCOH rearrangement represents a six 

dimensional optimization problem, any global view of the energy 
". 

hypersurface has been lost and it is impossible to be absolutely 

certain that the transition state located is the only saddle point. 

However; it is probably the most important one in the sense of being 
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the highest point on the minimum energy pathway from reactants to 

. 61 
products. The planar transition state described above is a true 

transition state37 in the sense of the force constant matrix having one 

and onlyorie negative eigenvalue, but this fact does not guarantee its 

uniqueness. 

Searches for other possible transition states especially non-

planar ones of lower symmetry than the planar (Cs ) one found were 

undertaken from a number of different starting geometries. With 

other geometrical parameters close to the optimum values in the 

planar transition state the bridging H was moved out of the plane 

such that the dihedral angle (relative to a cis form) was 135°. 

The energy incr~ased by only ~ 1 kcal mole- l but no transition 

state could be located in this region of space, as the forces on 

the internal coordinates were' large and after ten SCF and gradient 

calculations it was clear that the system was returning to the -. 

previously located planar transition state geometry with a 

dihedral angle of 180°. Another series of calculations 

investigated the possibility of a concerted shift of the 

H2 group across the CO axis and on to £i§-hydroxy-carbene 

in a planar fashion. The energy was some 50 kcal mole~l 
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(2.eV, 16000 em-I) higher than the' rearrangement transition state 

previously located and ~here was no indication of the forces 

decreasing to zerO as is required for a saddle point. Starting 

from geometrical variables similar to those for the planar trans i-

..... 
tion state,but with. the biidging H now in a plane at a dihedral 

angle of 90~ a further set of calculations was performed. The 

energy was'" 20 kcal mo'le- l ('" 0.9 eV, "'7000 em-I) higher than 

for the p1anai transition state and the force 6n the CO bond was 

always large in spite of any variations in the other geometrical 

parameters suggesting that the only transition state likely to 

be found in this region of the hypersurface is the simple rotational 

o 
transition state with R(CO) =1.376 A already found and discusse~ 

above. All these calculations suggest(b~t, of course,do not prove) 

that there is no non-plan~r low energy transition state for the 

rearrangement of formaldehyde to hydroxycarbene with a geometry 
.-

similar to the planar rearrangement transition state located. 

,U 
The energy barrier for the rearrangement of formaldehyde to 

trans-hydroxycarbene via the planar transition state is 4.67 eV 

-1 -1 
(107.7 kcal mole ,37700cm ) at the DZ SCF level. The addition 
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of polarization functions reduces this barrier to 4.37 eV (100.7 

-1 -1 kcal mole ,35200 cm ) using the DZ SCF optimized geometries. The 

large basis set ([7s 5p ld/4s lp]) SCF result for the barrier at 

-1 -1 
these geometries is 4.39 eV (101.2 kcal mole , 35400 cm ). A Hartree 

Fock limit for this barrier of 4.53 eV (104.6 kcal mole- l , 36500 cm- l ) 

has been suggested previously on the basis of 6-3lG* calculations. 30 

Single and double excitation CI using the DZ + POL basis further 

decreases this energy requirement by 0.39 eV (8.9 kcal mole-I, 3100 cm-l) 

to -1 1 3.98 eV (91.8 kcal mole ,32100 cm-). This result may be 

compared with that of third order M¢ller-Plesset perturbation theory" 30 

4 .18 eV (96.3 kcal mole- l , 33800 cm- l ). With the inclusion of an 

44 approximate correction for unlinked cluster effects, the barrier 

. ·-1-1 
falls to 3.85 eV (88.8 kcal mole ,31000 cm ). Fourth order 

30 singles, doubles, and quadruples M¢ller-Plesset perturbation theory 

gave 4.06 eV (93.7 kcal mole- l , 32800 cm-l). Considering the 

reverse reaction, trans-hydroxycarbene to formaldehyde, the CI 

~ 
barrier with the polarized basis set is 1.70 eV .(39.2 kcal mole- l , 

13700 cm-l) which decreases to 1.56 eV (36.0 kcal mole-I, 12600 

cm-l) with the use of the unlinked cluster correction. 44 This 

28,60 
fairly large barrier does not support previous suggestions 
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that the singlet hydroxycarbene~for~aldehyde rearrangement might 

possess a relatively small barrier by analogy with the singlet 

vinylidene-acetylene rearrangement for which the barrier is 

60 . -1 -1 
predicted to be ~ 0.37 eV (8.6 kcal mole , 3000 em ). 

Harmonic force fields for both trans and cis hydroxycarbene . 

were determined at the DZ SCF optimized geometries using 

forces obtained from DZ SCF calculations. The calculated force 

constants are presented in Table 6 and were used in the determina-

tion of the normal modes and vibrational frequencies illustrated 

in Figure 7. The same caution as advised earlier for the vibrational 

an~lysis of formaldehyde should also be taken with these results. 

The highest frequency mode is an OH stretch at 4075 (3646) cm- l 

and 3965 (3370) cm- l in trans and cis HCOH where the values in 

parentheses have been scaled down by 15%. The scaled values serve 

as the best prediction for the experimental frequency of the 

i. 
hydroxycarbene OH stretch. The two isomers have reasonably well 

separated frequencies and it should be possible to identify both 

of them experimentally by· their infrared spectra if they can be 

matrix isol~ted .. The predicted frequencies are also quite different 
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from thos~ of formaldehyde (recall Figure 3), the. moSt 

likely precursor in hydroxycarbene synthesis. 

DZ SCF force constants and vibrational frequencies were 

also determined for the rearrangement transition state and are 

presented in Table 7 and Figure 8. The strong coupling of the 

distance of the migrating hydrogen to carbon and the angle 

O-C-H. is obvious. The large negative diagonal element for mlg 

the O-C-H. angle reflects the strong involvement of this mlg 

coordinate in the rearrangement reaction path. The out of plane 

mode is of high frequency involving as it does both OH and CH 

stretching. The reaction coordinate has an associated 

-1 -1 vibrational frequency of 2705i cm or 2299i cm if scaled, 

which reflects a fairly thin barrier through which tunneling 

by H may be important in any experimental rearrangement. 

These vibrational frequencies were used to calculate zero 

point vibrational energy corrections to the rearrangement barrier. 

For trans-HCOH the six calculated vibra~ional frequencies yield 

a zero point vibrational energy of 0.78 eV (17.9 kcal mole-I, 

-1 
6300 cm ). Recall that for CH20 the calculated zero point energy 

. .. \ 
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was 0.79 eV (18.3 kcal mble- l , 6400 cm- l ). The five real 

frequencies of the rearrangeinent transition state result in a 

-1 -1 zero point energy of 0.82 eV (18.8 kcal mole ,6581 cm ). 

Thus zero point energy differences cause the best calculated 

CH20 to HCOH rearrangement barrier of 88.8 kcal mole- l (3.85 

, -1 1 
eV, 31100 cm ) to i~crease to 89.3 kcal mole - ~3. 87 eV, 

-1 31200 cm ). 'This slight increase in the rearrangement barrier 

dUe to changes in zero point energies may be contrasted with the 

decrease in the barriers observed for the molecular and radical 

dissociation processes when zero point energy corrections were 

considered. Both the molecular and the radical reactions possess 

,very "loose" transition states and consequently less vibrational 

energy than the reactant formaldehyde. However, the rearrangement 

transition state is clearly a "tight" structure containing more 

vibrational energy thus giving a zero point correction in the 

opposite direction. Considering the reverse reaction, trans-HCOH 

, -1 
to CH20, the best calculated barrier of 1.56 eV (36.0 kcal mole , 

-1 -1 -1 12600 cm ) increases ,to 1.60 eV (36.8 kcal mole ,12900 cm ) 

with consideration of zero point energy effects. 
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The best calculated barrier in this work for the rearrangement 

off'ormaldehyde to trans-hydroxycarbene of '\J 3.86 eV ('\J 89 kcal 

. -1 -1 
mole , '\J 3l100cm )is quite similar to the value of '\J 3.77 eV 

('\J 87 kcal mole-I, '\J 30400 cm~l) predicted for the dissociation 

of formaldehyde to molecular products. A simple consideration 

of the transition states for these two processes (Figures 2 and 6) 

would suggest that both may be dynamically difficult in the sense 

of nuclear least motion. However, the molecular dissociation is readili 

observed experimentally arid it would appear likely that the rearrange-

ment to hydroxycarbene which energetically, and at least qualitatively 

dynamically,: has similar requirements may also occur in formaldehyde 

photolysis systems. 

The Mechanism of the Photodissociation of Formaldehyde 

The present work provides what are the most accurate theoretical 

results yet determined for the transition state geometries and ". 

barrier heights of formaldehyde on its So surface ~issociating 

to give molecular or radical products or rearranging to hydroxy-

carbene. The most detailed picture of the mechanism of formaldehyde 
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photolysis will only emerge when the results of this work as 

regards thepotentiai energy surface are incorporated into 

detailed dynamics calculations. , 2d,62 th Some dynam1cs work on e 

dissociation of formaldehyde has begun to appear but it has 

been somewhat hampered by the previous lack of quantitatively 

reliable values for the barrier heights of the various processes. 

In order to place the present calculated results in a better 

perspective relative to experiment, the So to Tl adiabatic 

't t' h' h' 11 k '11 11 b eXC1 a 10n energy w 1C 1S we nown exper1menta y to e 

-1 -1 
3.12 eV (72.0 kcal mole , 25194 cm ) was calculated at the 

DZ + POLSCF ~ CI level of theory. The optimized TL geometry was taken 

from Bell.
52b 

At the SCF level an SO-Tl excitation energy of 

-1-1 2.11 eV (48.6 kcal mole , 17000 cm ) is predicted in the 

k d h k 1 " 1 48 present wor as compare to t e near Hartree Foc 1m1t va ue 

-1 -1 
of 2.18 eV (50.3 kcalmole , 17600 cm ). A large scale CI 

using the Tl SCF MO and including all Hartree-Fock interacting 

single and double excitations was performed. 3 " 12508 A 

configurations were explicitly included in this calculation 
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which gives a Tl state energy of -114.08485 hartree. Thus, the 

-1 -1 
SO-T

l 
energy difference is 2.92 eV (67.4 kcal mole ,23600 cm } 

which may be compared, for example, with the Lucchese and Schaefer28 

result of 2.99 eV (68.9 kcal mole-I, 24100 cm- l ) where important 

configurations were selected on the basis of perturbation theory. 

The inclusion of the approximate unlinked cluster correction44 

modifies the present result for the excitation energy to 3.01 eV 

(69.5 kcal mole-I, 24300 cm- l ) to be compared with the experimental 

value of 3.12 eV (72.0 kcal mole-I, 25194 cm- l ). Thus the best 

-1 -'1 Tl energy is 'V 0.1 eV (2.5 kcalmole ,900 cm ) too low. It 

is anticipated that for the 51 energy (to which implicitly all 

experiment results are. referenced) calculatibns of the quality 

of this work would give results in error by approximately the 

same amount and in the same direction as for T
l

. Thus an SO-S1 

adiabatic excitation energy of 'V 3.38 eV ('V 78 kcal mole-I, .-

-1 
27300 cm ) should result from theory as compared to the experimental J, 

-1 . ....1 
value of 3.495 eV (80.6 kcal mole, 28188 cm ). 

The calculated barriers for the rearrangement and 
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molecular dissociation involving as they do the energy differences 

between a stable equilibrium structure and a transition state may 

not be quite as accurately determined (i.e., within 0.1 eV (2.5 

-1 -1 
kcal mole , 900 em )) as the energy differences between two stable 

structures such as the So and Tl geometries. It is anticipated that 

the various barriers calculated in the present work may be reasonably 

assigned error estimates of ~ 
. -1 

± 0.2 eV (± 5 kcal mole , ± 1700 em-I). 

Collecting the most accurate theoretical results including zero point 

energy corrections from the previous sections, the molecular dissociation 

barrier is predicted to be 3.77 ± 0.22 eV (87 
-1 

± 5 kcal mole ,30400 ± 

1700 cm- l and the hydroxycarbene rearrangement energy 3.86 ± 0.22 eV 

(89 -1-1 
± 5 k cal mo 1 e ' , 31100 ± 1 7 0 0 em ). The radical dissociation is 

of somewhat different character than either the molecular dissociation 

or the rearrangement in that the transition state is the infinitely 

.-
separated radical fragments. Since it is usually the case that 

rearrangement barriers are slightly overestimated (e.g., [25, 26]) and 

that dissociation energies are underestimated in high level theoretical 

work, it is probable that the actual radical threshold should be slightly 
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-1 
larger (by perhaps 3 to 5 kcal mole .) (0 .13 to 0,.22 eV, 1100 

to 1700 cm- l ) and the molecular and rearrangement barriers 

smaller by a similar amount. It is clear that the energy 

e. 

requirements for the radical and molecular dissociation path-

ways are very similar,in agreement with experiment. 15a It is 

also clear that the rearrangement to hydroxycarbene can not be 

definitely ruled out on energetic grounds and may play some 

, 
role in formaldehyde photolysis. 

The present results strongly suggest that there is 

. -1 -1 
a small 3-5 kcal mole (0.13-0.22 eV, 1100-1700 cm ) 

barrier above the 8 1 origin of formaldehyde to the three photo-

chemical processes studies. . 9 15 63 Other work both exper1mental' , 

d h . 2d,62 d' . d . an t eoret1caI 1S 1v1de on whether or not un1molecular photo-

dissociation of formaldehyde should occur at the energy of the 

8 1 origin. The dissociation dynamics calculations of Elert,et al.2d ,62 

could best rationalize the delayed appearance of CO product found 

by Houston and Moore 9 if there was a barrier (perhaps of 0.50 eV 

-1 -1 
(11 kcal mole , 4000 crn )) above the 8 1 origin. Both H2CO and 

D2COwould then merely radiate at the 8 1 origin and not undergo 
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photochemistry. The time lag for CO appearance was then associated 

wi th collisional 'activation over the barrier. However, very recent 

61 64 experiments by Weisshaar,et,al. and by Luntz have indicated that 

H2CO decays nonradiatively in the zero pressure limit leaving open the 

question of zero pressure photochemistry. by CH 2 0 at the energy of 

the 8 1 origin. The results of the present work support the view 

that there is a small barrier above 8 1 to molecular or radical 

dissociation or to isomerization to HCOH and thus that except frir' 

reaction due to tunneling, formaldehyde should not undergo truly 

unimolecular photodissociation at the 8 1 origin. 

The present calculations of vibrational frequencies clearly 

h h b d d 'ff 15a , "f H CO d D CO s ow t at 0 serve 1 erences ln reactlvlty 0 2 an 2 

may be understood in terms of normal isotope effects, i.e., 

.- differences in zero, point energy and quantum mechanical tunneling 

effects. The vibrational analyses were repeated substituting D 

for H and the zero point energy corrections to the molecular 

dissociation and rearrangement barriers computed. For CD2 0 -+ D2 + CO, 
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the effective barrier height is 3.83 eV (88.4 kcal mole-I, 30900 cm- l ) 

, ,., -1 -1 
as compared to the value of 3.77 eV (87.0 kcal mole , 30400 cm ) 

for CH 20. Similarly, for CD20+ trarts~DCOD the corrected barrier is 
e. 

3.98 eV (91.7 kcal mole-I, 32100 cm- l ) while for CH20 it is 3.87 eV 

" -1 -1 
(89.3 kcal mole , 32100 cm ). Thus, the observed lower reactivity 

of CD 20 as compared to CH 20 for the molecular and radical dissociations15a 

is at least partially due simply to the lower zero point energies 

of the deuterated species. 

As has been mentioned previously, the reaction coordinate 

frequencies of 2692i cm- l .(scaled: 
-1 ' 

2288i cm ) for the molecular 

dissociation and 2705i cm- l (scaled: 2299icm- l ) for the iso-

merization to hydroxycarbene are suggestive of relatively thin 

and sharp barriers through which quantum mechanical tunneling may 

be important. To provide an estimate of tunneling effects, the 

problem was treated in a very simple manner as a symmetric one 

dimensional Eckart barrier. The results suggested a significant 

role for tunneling. 
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In a very recent paper on tunneling corrections to the rate 
• 

constant for unimolecular reactions within the standard transition 

: state theory, Miller65 .has employed the calculated vibrational 

'.. frequencies, energies and geometries of this work to show that 

tunneling effects ,are quite significant for rates of 10 9 sec -lor 

slower in the collisionless photochemistry of formaldehyde. At 

-1 energies near the 8 1 origin at 80.6 kcal mole (3.495 eV, 28188 

-1 
cm ) the rate of tunneling for H2CO -+- H2 + CO through a zero-point 

-1 . 
energy corrected barrier of height 87 kcal mole (3.77 eV, 30400 

-1 
cm ) is large enough to explain the experimental observation of 

molecular products at the 81 origin. Trans-HCOH also tunnels rapidly 

to CH 20. At energies equal to the electronic excitation energy 

plus the relevant zero point energies Miller65 finds that H2CO 

dissociates to molecular products at a rate ~ 41 times greater than 

D2CO. The hydroxycarbene rearrangement reaction has a ratio' 

' .. 
kHCOH/kDCOD of ~ 33 at these energies. Thus tunneling effects also 

serve to clearly differentiate between isotopically substituted 

formaldehydes. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The present calculations provide decidedly more accurate 

values than previously available for energy barriers of critical 

importance to formaldehyde photochemistry. Significantly, the 

energy required for photochemical isomerization to hydroxycarbene 

is only slightly greater than that for the radical or molecular 

photodissociations.~· It is probable that some account of HCOH needs 

66 
to be taken in formaldehyde photolysis. Of equal significance, 

the calculations predict a smalL barrier above the Sl band 

origin to any photochemical reaction by formaldehyde. 

J 
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Table 1 Total energies (in hartree) and energy differences (in eV, kcal mole-
1

, and 

~~-~) ,1or formaldehyde and the molecular transition state at various levels 

of theory. 

Level of Theory Total Energy 

Formaldehyde Molecular Transition State 

DZ SCF -113.8307 

[6 s 3P/3 s ]SCF -113.8391 

DZ + POL SCF -113.8945 

DZ + DOUBLE POL SCF -113.9017 
.• 

U.l s7Pl d /6 s 1P ) /[ 7s 5Pl d / 4s 1 P)-113. 9134 

Near Hartree-Fock Limita -113.9149 

4.31G MCSCFb 
-113.8029 

DZ + CI -114.0353 

DZ + CI + QCc 
-114.0519 

DZ + POL + CI -114.1922 

DZ + POL + CI + QCc 
-114.2185 

a. 
b. 

Reference [48] at the exper1mental geometry. 
Reference [26]. 

-113.6496 

-113.6588 

-113.7269 

-113. '7366 

-113.7464 

-113.6356 

-113.8756 

-113.8997 

-114.0371 

-114.0693 

c. Unlinked cluster quadruples correction. Reference [44J. 

~ 

i1E 

eV kcal mole 

4.93 113.7 

4.91 113.1 

4.56 105.1 

4.49 103.6 

4.54 104.8 

4.55 104.9 

4.35 100.3 

4.14 95.5 

4.22 97.3 

4.06 93.6 

.. 

-1 -1 cm 

39700 

39600 

36800 

36200 

36700 

I 
~ 
~ 
I 

36700 

3510() 

33400 

34000 

32700 



Table 2 

Force 
Constant 

Fll 

F12 

F13 

F22 

. F
23 

F33 

F44 

F45 

F55 

F66 

• -~, J . lI,. 

Calculated force constantsa in synunetry coordinatesb for 'formaldehyde. at the 

DZ SCF optimized geometry. 

This Work Previous Calculation[51] Exptl. 
Description DZ SCF at DZ optimized geometry at experimental geometry [51,56] 

CO 14~4 13.646 12.90±0.11 

CO/s.CH ,0.76 0.797 0.811±0.112 

CO/s.bend 0'.35 0.411 0.388±0.020 

s.CH 4.2 4.885 4.999±0.034 

s.CH/s.bend -0.14 -0.131 <. -0.122±0.014 

s.bend 0.63 0.634 . 0.S72±0.003 

as.CH 4.1 4.791 4.872±0.022 

as.CH/rock '0.12 0.146 0.212±0.025 

rock D.91 0.907 0.838±0.003 

wag 0.48 0.501 0.403±0.002 

a. Units are mdyn A-I for stretching-stretching, mdyn A/rad2 for bend-bend and mdyn/rad for" 
bending-stretching force constants. .. 

b. Symmetry coordinates are defined by: a l : Sl(CO) = ~R 
-lz 5 2 (S.CH) = 2 (~rl + ~r2) 

-l.:: 
5 3 {s.bend) = 6 2{~Sl + ~S2 - 2~a) 

-~ b l : 54 (as.CH) = 2 (~rl - ~r2) 
-l.:: . 

55 (rock) = 2 2(~Sl - AS 2 ) 

b 2 : 56 (wag) = ~y 

where R is the' CO bond lengths,' r l and r 2 the·two CH bond lengths, Sl and S2 the. two HCO. 
angles, a the HCH angle and y the angle of 0 out of the HCH plane. 

I 
0'\ 
U1 
I 



Table 3 

R(CO) 

R(CH1 ) 

R(CH 2 ) 

~ (OCH1> 
~(OCH2) 

-66-

Calculated force consta~tsa in internal coordinatesb for 
/ 

the molecular transition state at the DZ SCF optimized 

geometry. 

R{CO) R(CH 1 ) R(CH 2) ~ (OCH1 ) .. ~ (OCH 2 ) 00 • 0 • p. (HCH) 

16.2 1.19 0.01 0.87 -0.67 

0.70 -0.26 -0.81 0.83 

4.86 -1.13 2.00 

0.60 1.10 

-2.08 

00 • 0 • p. (H CH ) 0.33 

a. Units are mdyn A-I for stretching-stretching, mdyn A/rad2 for bend

bend and rndyn/rad for bend-stretch force constants. 
b. Internal coordinates are defined by: 

R(CO), R(CHl }, R(CH2 ) ~ <OCH1 , <OCH 2 
and 0 out of the plane of HCH. 

Hl corresponds to the very long CH bond relative to formaldehyde 

and H2 to the shorter bond. Recall Figure 2. 

• . 



• 
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Table 4 One configuration SCF (OCSCF), two configuration SCF 

.. (TCSCF) and two configuration SCF plus configuration 

interaction (TCSCF + CI) calculations on the radical 

dissociation of formaldehyde. 

R 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

3.0 

5.0 

7.0 

a. 

Energies in hartree. R, the reaction coordinate, in 

units of the DZ SCF optimized CH bond length in forma1-
o 

de hyde which is 1.084 A. 

OCSCF TCSCF TCSCF + CI 

-113.8307 -113.8415 -114.0376 

-113.7496 -113.7852 -113.9807 

-113.65.86 -113.7277 -113.9264 

-113.5479 -113.7005 -113.8990 

a -113.6989 ~113.8971 

a -113.6989 -113.8971 

No satisfactory convergence was obtained for the OCSCF procedur~. 
Approximate energies are R = 5.0, -113.48 hartree, and R = 7.0, 
-113.46 hartree. 



Table 5. Total energies (in hartree) and energy differ~nces (in eV,. kcal mo1e-
1 

and cm-1 ) for for~a1dehyde, the rearrangementa 

transi tion state, trans-hydroxycarbene, the rotational barrierb and cis- hydroxycar"bene. 

Rearrangement 
Level of c ~E 1 -1 ~E -1 tranl;-. Rotational B" " 
.. Theory Formaldehyde ~ kca1 mo1e- cm Transition State eV kcal mole- 1 ~ i1fc:ITOxycarbene eV kca1 m01e~frler -1 ~ 

cm hydroxycarbene 
DZSCF -113.8307 4.67 107.7 37700 -113.6591 2.65 61.2 21400 -113.7566 1.06 24 5 

• 8570 -113.7444 
DZ+CI -114.0353 4.34 100.0 35000 -113.8760 1.99 46.0 16100 -113.94:93 1.19 27 4 

. . 9580 -133.9385 
d . 

DZ+CI+QC -114.0519 4.23 9705 34100 -113.8966 1.85 42.7 14900 -113.9647 1.19 27 5 
•. 9.620 -113.9543 

I 
DZ+POL SCF -113.8945 4.37 100.7 35200 -113.7340 2.24 51.8 18100 -113.8165 1.20 27 7 0'1 

. 9690 -113.8072 ex> 
DZ+POL CI -114.1922 3.98 91.8 32100 -114.0459 1.70 39.2 13700 -114.10B4 I 

DZ+POL CI+ac
d 

-114.2185 3.B5 88.8 31100 -114.0770 1.56 36.0 12600 -114.1344 
-114.1000 

-114.1265 

a. Rearrarigem~nt from formaldehyde to trans-hydroxycarbene. 

b. Trans- to cis-HCOH by relaxed rotation about the CO bond. 

c. From Table 1. 

d. Unlinked cluster quadruples correction. Reference [44]. 

J. I ~ 

, . 
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Units are mdyn i-I for stretching-stretching mdyn/rad for bending-', 

stretching and mdyn i/rad2 for bend-bend interactions. 

i, b. Internal coordinates defined by R(CO), R(CR), R(OR), i (OCR) 1 (COR) 

and torsion OR about the CO axis. 
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Table 7. Calculated forceconstants a in internal coordinatesb for the 

rearrangement transition state. DZ SCF results at DZ SCF : 

optimized geometries. 

Rearrangement 
Transition State R(CO) R (CHI) R (CH 2 ) 1 (OCHl ) 1 (OCH2 ) o.o.p. 

R (CO) . 8.66 0.38 0.98 0.14 - 0.21 

R (CH . ) 5.71 - 0.25 0.11 0.26 
1 

R (CH 2 ) 2~63 0.27 3.73 

1= (OCH
l

) 1. 05 - 0.75 

i (OCH 2 ) - 4.18 

o.o.p. 0.20 

O~l . 
a. Units are mdynA for stretch-stretch, mydn/rad for bend-stretch and 

o 2 
mydn A/rad for bend-bend. 

b. Internal coordinates: ~(CO), R(CHl ), R(CH2 ) where H2 is the bridging 

hyd~ogen, i OCH l , 1 OCH 2 and H2 out of the HICO plane. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Experimental energy level diag.ram f9r formaldehyde . 

Figure 2. 

. Adapted from Reference 9. Broken lines indicate symmetry 

correlations of the lowest states of CH20 with radical 

and molecular products. The barrier heights are 

undetermined experimentally. 

Optimized geometries of formaldehyde and of the molecular 

transition state atB. DZ and C. DZ + POL SCF levels of 

theory. A. 4-31G MCSCF results 26 and D. experimental re 

structure 49 of CH 20 for comparison. All structures are 

planar. 

Figure 3. Calculated normal coordinates and their frequencies (in 

-1 
cm ) for .formaldehyde. Experimental frequencies are 

underlined. Calculated frequencies decreased by 15% are 

given in parentheses. 

Figure 4. Calculated normal coordinates and their frequencies (in 

cm-
l

) for the molecular transition state. Calculated 

frequencies decreased by 15% are given in parentheses. 

Figure 5. OCSCF, TCSCF and TCSCF+ cr D~ potential curves for the 

dissociation of H2CO (SO) to H + HCO. The geometrical 

parameters of the HCO fragment are frozen at the DZ SCF 

optimized values in formaldehyde (recall Figure 2). R 

is in units of the equilibrium CH bond length. Dissociation 

energy for TCSCF DZ + POL calculation at DZ + POL optimized 

geometries. 

Figure 6. DZ optimized geometries for A. formaldehyde, B. the 

rearrangement transition state, C. s-trans and D. s-cis 

hydroxycarbene and E. the rotation barrier structure. 

" 
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Figur~ 7. Calculated normal coordinates and their frequencies (in 

-1 
cm ) for a) t~~- and b) cis-hydroxycarbene. Calculated 

frequencies decreas~d by 15% are given in parentheses .. 

Figure 8. Calculated normal coordinates and their frequencies 

(incm-I ) for the transition state structure in the 

rearrangement of formaldehyde to trans~hydroxycarbene. 

Calculated frequencies decreased by 15% are given in 

parentheses. 
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